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Do you think there is life on other planets?

i think so but this is only a(n) _____ . There is nothing that can prove this. 

consequence creativity blueprint assumption 

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 What do you think about this project?

 There are some small problems but _____ it is a practical project. 

by and large from now on I really mean consequently 

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What has caused the large _____ of farmers into big cities?

Perhaps, the hope of better life brings so many people to large cities. 

domestication destruction influx handicraft 

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Father, I need a car to go to school. 

You are only 16 years old. I will buy you a car _____ when you are 18. 

in due course by degrees step by step for a while 

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Is it true that some officers had a secret plan to get the power?

Yes, there was a(n) _____ by Iraqi officers to take control of Iraq.  

discontent conspiracy dominion consultation 

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There was open _____  between the two schools. The managers of the two schools acted like

enemies. 

incursion oppression rebellion hostility 

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

For many years, Toyota and Mercedec have enjoyed  the ______ in the car industry. They have

controlled the market by their  pricing and design policies. 

dominance despotism  downfall contribution 

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Was the Taliban forced out of power?

Yes, the ruling Tliban was_____ in 2002.

dominated occupied declined overthrown 

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Is China's economy healthy and growing well?

Yes, its economy has been _____ in recent years.

inspiring conforming awakening flourishing 

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What do you think gave man the idea of flying?

I think man was ______ by birds to find a way to fly. 

invaded revived inspired colonized 

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Is Vietnam an independent country now?

Yes, they established their _____ government a0er they defeated the US forces in 1975.

approximate appointed determined autonomous 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When I visited India for the first time, I understood that The Taj Mahal was a(n) _____ building

magnificent determined annexed Cuneiform 

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Although I thought  my idea might seem very pleasing to the manager, he did not embrace it at

all. 

sacrifice regret  accept clarify 

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Did you serve in the Army?

No, I got _____ from military service. 

assistance grant influence exemption 

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you do your friend a favor, he shoud be willing to do something for you too since friendship is a

_____ relationship.

reciprocal secular intellectual ecclesiastical 

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The bombing attack was so extensive that nobody in the village survived the massacre. 

catastrophe mass murder 

plunder mass destruction 

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Is there a _____ between the two tribes?

Yes, there has been an angry disagreement betwen the two tribes for a long time. 

debate fued notion fleet 

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The bar has become _____ as a meeting-place for drug dealers.

notorious cohesive unified realistic 

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I myself like the modern art a lot but I think many people do not appreciate it.  

accept adopt understand describe 

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Microsoft is the _____ in computer software industry. In fact, it has run ahead in this filed for the

recent years. 

capital forerunner colony obstacle 

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Is your camera simple and without modern features?

Yes, it is a(n) _____ camera. 

popular primitive indicated smelted 

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Many medical  researches have shown that stress can lead to physical illness. 

bring about break out demonstrate carry out 

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the reason for his _____?

He lost his job because he was careless in his duties.

crush confirmation dispute dismissal 

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Does your country make a lot of money by selling its oil?

Yes, our oil _____ are considerable. 

revenues compounds  consessions troops

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What did he do when he was threatend by the criminals?

He had to take sanctuary in the nearbye police station. 

go into exile take refuge represent surround 

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.

proximity dispute head draw

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

fill in the blanks with the item that best fits the text.

The Russians were to have the right to pursue their interests in the northern area, the British in the

south and east; both powers would be free to compete for economic and political advantage in a

neutral area in the center. Ma>ers came to a (26) _____ when Morgan Shuster, a United States

administrator hired to reform its finances, sought to (27) _____ taxes from powerful offcials who were

Russian proteges and to send the members of the tax department police force into the Russian area.

When in December 1911 the Majlis (28)_____ refused a Russian ulAmatum demanding Shuster's

dismissal, Russian troops, (29) _____ in the country, moved to occupy the capital. To prevent this, on

December 20, BakhAyari chiefs and their troops (30) _____ the Majlis building, forced acceptance of

the Russian ultimatum, and shut down the assembly, once again suspending the constitution.    

.

bring accumulate remind collect 

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.

unanimously  reciprocally  internally  worldly    

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.

after before already consequently 

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.

demonstrated curbed surrounded demanded 

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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